STUDY WITH CBS IN DENMARK

What: Summer School

Where: Denmark

When: June - July 2018
CBS International Summer University Programme in Denmark

Copenhagen Business School (CBS) was established in 1917. Today, with 20,000 students and 1,500 employees, CBS is one of the largest business schools in Europe. Experience the amazing spirit of wonderful Copenhagen and exciting courses taught by brilliant faculty. Be inspired by the international environment and other participants from over 50 countries.

They offer over 50 courses at undergraduate and graduate levels, both classic business courses as well as more diverse courses that draw on other academic disciplines, all approved by CBS study boards. Courses run over six-week period. International Summer University Programme (ISUP) gives students the opportunity to study at CBS which has "The Triple Crown" accreditation (EQUIS, AMBA and AACSB), an acknowledgement only shared by around 50 business schools worldwide. ISUP is one of the world’s longest running and largest summer programs, and in 2016 approx. 2000 participants joined ISUP. The programme is open to all and welcomes domestic and international university students as well as young professionals.

Website: CLICK HERE

Available courses

All courses are taught in English and are full-time. Undergraduate (BSc.) and graduate (MSc.) courses are available. Courses in summer 2018 include Principles of Financial Accounting, The Persuasive Power of External Communication in Shaping Business Fates and Fortunes, and International Marketing Management: Strategic Thinking for Managing and Marketing in a Global Economy. Course categories include: Marketing, Finance, Corporate & Business Strategy, Communication, Statistics & Mathematics, Innovation & Entrepreneurship, Information Systems, etc.

You will be taught by experts in their field who come from Denmark, Europe as well as further afield.

Eligibility criteria

Please consult CBS website. If any, students must fulfill the course prerequisites (please consult the specific course descriptions you are interested to take). All courses are taught in English but they are academically challenging. In order to help you get maximum value from the courses, instructors provide a reading or a small number of readings to be read before the start of classes with a related task or tasks in class 1 in order to 'jump-start' the learning process.

Dates

22 June–3 August 2018

How much

Tuition fees are waived for University of Essex students. Accommodation fees are between DKK 5,200–12000 (about £650 - £1400). The programme includes:

- bus card
- social programme

You will still have to pay for the following:

- flight to Copenhagen (approx. £100 - £200)
- Meals and personal expenses (about £400 per month)
• Insurance (about £50 for comprehensive insurance)
• Accommodation

For more information about the typical costs please CLICK HERE.

Check Essex Abroad funding opportunities page to learn about scholarships, grants and bursaries you may be eligible to apply for – CLICK HERE.

**Deadlines**

Deadline to apply at 29 January 2018 at 23.59

**Ready to apply?**

1. Apply via MoveOn – the Essex Abroad online system – Please don’t apply directly to the CBS University as we will need to pre-select you in order to receive the tuition fee scholarship.
2. Read the course descriptions in the Course catalogue very carefully to make sure that you fulfil the course prerequisites. Please note that:
   a. Bachelor students with adequate pre-requisites are allowed to take graduate courses
   b. Bachelor students at any year of their Bachelor programme are able to apply for undergraduate courses
   c. Master students may also apply for undergraduate courses
3. Students can take a maximum of two courses at ISUP (max 15 ECTS) since the workload per course amounts to 206 hours (the workload for two courses is more than a full time job).
4. Please note that summer school options are very popular and competitive and you have to submit a strong application. Check out our How to write a killer personal statement for your international experience leaflet for excellent tips!
5. We will notify you after the application deadline whether you were successful and what are the next steps.

**Want more info?**

Contact stpabroad@essex.ac.uk | 01206 872208 | Essex Abroad @ Square 2 www.essex.ac.uk/essexabroad